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IRI’s Growth Insights’ C-Suite Conversations
feature notable leaders talking about the future
of CPG, retail and media. The experiences
of these executives and their companies
demonstrate the agility and foresight that keep
our industry dynamic.
The following conversation with Michelle
Hulst, chief operating officer of The Trade
Desk, provides valuable insight into the media
market and the experiences for consumers,
advertisers and publishers. The Trade Desk is a
technology company that empowers buyers of
advertising, enabling creation, management and
optimization of digital advertising campaigns
across ad formats and devices. Bringing more
than 20 years of leadership experience in
advertising and data management, Hulst spoke
with longtime colleague Jennifer Pelino, senior
vice president of omnichannel media in IRI’s
Media Center of Excellence.
Available as a videocast and as a podcast, the
conversation is featured here in an edited version
covering multiple topics, including speed of
market evolution, building relationships via datadriven advertising, the ever-changing economic
and pandemic behaviors challenging marketers,
the transition from linear to connected television,
retail media platforms and so much more.
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DATA-DRIVEN
Jennifer Pelino: Michelle, years ago we worked closely together
to help media companies drive better optimization through
use of data and connecting exposure information to offline
sales. The landscape since then has changed because we
were in the infancy of doing this. It has continued to change
and evolve from how we serve our customers to include
global reach. And, of course, the ecosystem has had many
changes over the years and considerable acceleration
during the pandemic. Also, there are some new changes in
how data is looked at across the board. So let’s talk about
what we’ve seen over the last 15 months. How do you think
the accelerated change within this data-driven advertising
world is impacting the market?
Michelle Hulst: There has been a lot that’s changed, and
definitely the past 12 to 15 months of the pandemic have
been very challenging for marketers, but the pandemic
has also accelerated a lot of the changes that we’ve seen.
There were a lot of things at play. We saw that the healthy
economy basically went on pause when the pandemic hit.
And now, as markets start to reopen, we see advertisers
realizing that the way that they’re going to drive business
growth is to really double down on data-driven advertising.
So we saw companies hit the pause button initially when
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everything hit, and now they’re really starting to look at
it. And they’re asking, “OK, now that things are starting to
reopen, how do I reach the consumers that I really want to
reach in the most effective way possible?”
We also saw a lot of acceleration of consumer behavior. The
pandemic really accelerated consumer shifts that we were
seeing pre-pandemic. Consumers were moving from linear
television viewing to CTV [connected TV], which helped with
the whole data-driven advertising experience for advertisers
because they were really able to use all of those tools that
they could use in other parts of digital and now apply them
to a much different creative format that we see in TV. That
was really exciting.
The other thing that we saw was advertisers with
uncertainty around budgets and not really understanding
where the pandemic was going. When were we going to
be able to re-emerge and reopen? — which I think now
the market has a lot more hope for and confidence that
it’s happening quickly, especially in this part of the world.
But prior to that there was a lot of focus on how to be as
efficient as possible with advertising — really wanting to
make sure that every dollar spent was generating a return.
We saw marketers under pressure from their c-suites
to make sure that they were squeezing the most out of
every dollar, and then also that they could really prove the
efficacy of their advertising. And we saw an increase in the
different types of partners that we work with, and different
types of data that were in demand in the platform, really
driving toward how to prove ROI.
JP: When you talk about the different types of partners and the
different types of data that clients were using during the
pandemic to help make their media more efficient, we look
at elevated levels of sales within different products, people
buying and trying new products that they hadn’t before and
assortments adjusted to keep up with the supply chain. A lot
of this had trickle-down effects on what brands were going
to do from an advertising perspective — not only how much
they were going to spend, but also who they were going
to target. From the perspective of consumer products and
from a distribution side, what did you see going on?
MH: One is with that change in consumer behavior. How we saw
that materialized, especially in retail, for example, is during
the pandemic we saw shelves were bare when consumers
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were going to buy products that they were used to purchasing.
I’m a loyal customer on brand X, and I find it’s not on the shelf
anymore. What am I going to do? OK, well, I don’t have a lot
of options, so I’m going to try this other brand.
The pandemic had a lot of consumers trying new products.
That’s fantastic. But as advertisers, you want to understand
what’s happening, where those consumer shifts are occurring.

And if you are a brand that’s being tried now, YOU WANT TO
UNDERSTAND WHO’S TRYING YOU and how you can reach
them to encourage them to come back and purchase again.
They got a taste of your brand, and now you want to make
them brand loyal.
Also, we saw a scramble from advertisers to understand
those big, big shifts in consumer behaviors. What are the
trends that the pandemic helped spur, but now are carrying
on from a consumer standpoint going forward? Even
outside of CPG we see it. As an example, consumers are
changing to more digital forms of engaging with brands.
That is something that was sparked by the pandemic, but
now is a consumer trait that’s here to stay.
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UNIFIED ID 2.0
JP: In brand management, this is the biggest gift that you could
ever get from an acquisition standpoint: new consumers
brought into your fold without having to fully pay what you
would need to in order to acquire them through the use of
advertising. While those changes were happening, there
was also a ton of assessment in the marketplace about
data due to increasing data regulations and information
gathering. And we also have this potential contraction
of data based on how platforms are looking to use data.
Brands are really worried that they won’t be able to connect
with the right consumers. How do you see it playing out?
MH: We’ve been living and breathing this for the past year-plus,
so it’s something that’s near and dear to my heart. But really
at the core is the value exchange, the open internet, where
as a consumer you get free content in return for getting
relevant advertising served to you. That’s not changing.
What we are seeing, as most are aware in this industry, is
that there have been changes, like announcements of thirdparty cookies going away, for example. And so marketers
and advertisers are trying to understand how that is going
to impact how to advertise going forward.
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There are a couple of challenges. One is it’s important to
remember that display advertising, which is really where
cookies live and where data-driven advertising is reliant
upon third-party cookies, is becoming a smaller and
smaller part of the overall advertising platform, connected
advertising and data-driven advertising.
But I also think that as an industry, we haven’t really done a
good job of explaining that quid pro quo. There is a lack
of explanation. Plus some of the breaches that we’ve seen
in trust by some big, walled-garden tech companies,
and then you see other big tech companies using those
breaches as a way to really drive home and instill fear from a
consumer-privacy, data standpoint. You see all that stuff
playing out over this past year, and it just really hasn’t
helped build trust in digital advertising among the
consumer base.
As all of this was playing out, we saw a way to upgrade how
digital, data-driven advertising has occurred to date, which
had been based on a cookie. If we were to go back and
redesign that today, we wouldn’t have designed it based
on a cookie, because there are inherent flaws in that. And
so, at The Trade Desk, we really looked at how we could use
this moment as a way to upgrade the overall experience for
consumers, for publishers and for advertisers.

With that, WE LAUNCHED UNIFIED ID 2.0, which is AN
INDUSTRYWIDE EFFORT TO REPLACE THE WAY THAT DATADRIVEN ADVERTISING OCCURS TODAY, which is cookie-based,
based on consent-based IDs.
We’re super excited about the adoption across the industry.
We launched this, but this isn’t our product — it’s
open-sourced, it’s interoperable with other IDs, and it is
meant to be something that is truly like a common currency
across data-driven advertising that the whole industry can
leverage. We’ve seen adoption across key industry players
— on the CTV side we just announced Fox’s CTV this week,
and we have a whole host of publishers on board that are
embracing this, including The Washington Post and others,
as well as data partners and industry players. It’s been this
collective effort by the whole industry.
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One of the things that’s been really exciting is that it’s a
baseline. Again, it’s like a common currency that everyone
can align on, and it’s interoperable with other folks’ IDs as
well. Advertisers can work with partners they’re working
with right now, and with the IDs that they’re aligning on, and
have confidence that those are going to be interoperable
with Unified ID, too, so that they can work across all of the
media types and have that connectivity. Connectivity is
really key, especially when you’re thinking about things like
reach and frequency as an advertiser. That’s going to be
really important.
JP: It’s so important that there is confidence and that there is
a universal approach, to not only be able to connect and
place ads, but to understand the reach and frequency
across platforms in a compliant and protective way.
MH: I see this narrative playing out a little bit in the industry right
now. OK, great. Those are consented IDs — UID2 and other
types of consented IDs — but that’s only going to be X%.
There’s no way that it could cover all of the users on the
internet. We’ve seen this dialogue playing out.
But I think the industry is asking the wrong question here,
because there will be consented IDs. But there are also
going to be a whole host of other kinds of identity solutions.

And I think the question we should be asking as people in the
industry, whether it’s publishers or advertisers and partners, is
WHAT’S THE CONFIDENCE LEVEL THAT I’M REACHING THE
ACTUAL PERSON THAT I WANT WITH MY ADVERTISING?
That is where I see identity as a spectrum of levels of
confidence. These consent-based IDs probably are going to
deliver a very high level of confidence that you’re reaching
the person on the other side. And I think there will be other
identity solutions that will help fill in that picture, where
maybe the confidence levels go down slightly. But overall,
when we think about what we have today with the waterfall
effect of cookies, all of the challenges that we have with
cookie-based solutions, we are in such a better situation with
the solutions that we’re working on today. I’m really excited
about what that future holds from an identity standpoint.
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JP: There are many retailers that understand the value of their
data, and so we’ve also seen an emergence of retail-media
platforms and the importance of shopper data for effective
ad campaigns across formats and devices, especially in CPG
products, which tend to not have a lot of first-party data.
What do you see when you look at retail media and how
it’s operating today? Also, how can brands and retailers
continue to connect and use these data sets to ensure that
we can get the right information to the right people in a
compliant manner?
MH: Most retailers definitely recognize the value and the power
of their shopper data. We see those retailers working with
us and other companies like IRI in order to make that data
available so that their suppliers can reach their consumers
and market more effectively to them in a secure, privacyfriendly way. We’re seeing that, and we’re seeing the value
of first-party data and these identity solutions that unlock
the ability for that data to be made available at very high
fidelity without a lot of drop-off or noise introduced in
everything, which is really great.

We also see PURCHASE-BASED DATA AS BEING CENTRAL TO
DRIVING EFFICACY and ad campaigns.
CPGs and other advertisers really want to understand if the
advertising resulted in more sales, and that type of data can
help them do so.
Each retailer is probably going to have a slightly different
approach, but there’s this common thread that they really
understand that the full value of their data is being able to
provide that in the open internet, to not have it locked up in
different silos. Earlier this year we announced a partnership
that we have with Walmart to bring their data into the
platform. We have a number of other retailers that we work
with in order to do similar things, as well as companies
that work with multiple retailers in order to bring their data
together. Again, it’s an area that you’re focused on, but other
partners as well, to bring all that in. We’ve seen high demand
from CPG advertisers and other advertisers that don’t have a
huge amount of first-party data. They are looking for proxies
for their first-party data that are really high quality and can
help drive the insights that they’re looking for.
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CONNECTED TV
JP: We know this intimately — how important purchase-data
information is. That’s not going away, regardless of a
cookie. We have the ability to use that same connected
data to understand how purchases can be used to find the
right people. No matter what other information is used,
the foundation of that purchase for a consumer product
company is absolutely the most precious information that
they can have. It’s great to be partners with you to be able to
help optimize that media and that value exchange with the
publishers, with consumers, with the advertisers.
During the pandemic, we saw a real shift in the growth
of streaming and connected TV advertising, where many
advertisers were only using linear TV before and now they
have this real opportunity to use the purchase information,
to use that real knowledge about how people are
purchasing their products, and go into those platforms with
better planning and targeting. What is your perspective on
the evolution of television advertising?
MH: TV is typically one of the biggest segments in most
marketers’ campaigns and it has long been considered the
best way to win the hearts and minds of consumers. As I
mentioned, we’ve seen this huge shift in consumer behavior
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during the pandemic. We saw it before the pandemic, but
we really saw it accelerate significantly during the pandemic.
Folks were cord cutting before, but they started cord cutting
in massive numbers during the pandemic. I think all of us
started watching a lot more television than we did before,
and we saw this explosion of streaming TV.
We saw on our platform that

there was a tipping point that was hit this past year, which
was THE NUMBER OF U.S. CTV HOUSEHOLDS EXCEEDED
87 MILLION and our cable subscriptions dropped to less than
80 million.
So we saw that tipping point occur during the pandemic,
which is really putting CTV front and center. And what I love
about that, as someone who’s a data-driven marketer and
focused on how data can help advertising, is that it allowed
a lot of advertisers to start to really see the value of datadriven advertising across all types of media, not just display
advertising, or areas where they were comfortable. It really
helped expand that universe and bring the same tools that
we see in programmatic to TV, which was really exciting. We
also saw that it wasn’t just the millennials that are watching
TV. eMarketer had a stat recently that 77% of adults aged 45
to 54 have adopted CTV. So it’s here, and the

brands realize that IF THEY’RE NOT ADVERTISING ON CTV
THAT THEY’RE probably going to be MISSING OUT on audiences.
We did a study with iSpot.TV looking at data across various
campaigns, and we found that 67% of the households
reached on CTV were unique. So as an advertiser, you can’t
just rely on linear anymore, or you’re going to miss out on
all of these different audiences. That was really exciting.
All the things that come with that huge consumer shift to
CTV unlock all of the tools that we’ve been able to see on
other parts of digital in the past. You can apply data-driven
advertising across TV at scale. You have flexibility in your
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TV advertising campaigns to allow for control on reach and
frequency, which is really critical. And it’s not just on the TV
portion, but you can look at that across your entire media
campaign, which is really exciting.
Those were some of the things that we saw. It’s one of
those silver linings coming out of a really difficult time
for a lot of folks in the industry — this shift that is driven in
consumer behavior, and then once the consumers shift,
the marketers follow. It’s just forced folks to really get more
comfortable and familiar with all of the tools that datadriven advertising unlocked.
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IDENTITY
SOLUTIONS
JP: With the speed at which data is coming in, now marketers
have the ability to really adapt on the fly and understand
purchases and shopper reactions, and quickly tie that to
the advertising and the business results. What do you think
about that today from a speed standpoint, and how fast do
you think we’re going to be able to do that? Where do you
think we’re going, and how fast do you think we’re going to
get there?
MH: There’s a desire by the advertisers — we hear it a lot from
the CPGs — to get the data closer and closer to where the
decisions are being made. And what we see in the data is
that the closer you get the data to where the decisions are
being made — meaning which ad am I going to serve? Who
am I serving it to? — the more effective the advertising is.

As an industry, the more we can focus on getting the right data
— PURCHASE-BASED DATA IS THE HOLY GRAIL there for a lot
of advertisers — we’ll be able to get that into platforms where
you can make quick decisions and DETERMINE WHO YOU’RE
REACHING from an audience standpoint.
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This is really critical. We definitely see a lot of demand
amongst our advertisers, and I think some of the stuff that
I talked about — where we’re starting to see acceleration in
retail partners and making their data available to advertisers
for that use case — is really critical and, again, such a key
component. As is the ability to then get feedback and
results using that data to optimize and pivot if needed
and make those changes, to make sure that you’re driving
effectiveness as much as possible. There is no shortage
of desire from the market to shorten that time frame, to
accelerate the speed as much as possible. And that is
definitely something that at The Trade Desk we’re working
on as a company.
JP: What are the most important points for a brand to consider
as they’re looking at how they’re working within the
ecosystem today?
MH: I think data-driven advertising is absolutely key and critical.
If you’re not using data, then that’s a challenge for sure. As
we all know, we have cookies that are going away at some
point in the future, and frankly, regardless, I think

we should as advertisers be TESTING IDENTITY SOLUTIONS and
doing it now.
I use this analogy sometimes in that it’s what we
experienced with GDPR [General Data Protection
Regulation] in Europe. I think we all just kind of thought,
yeah, it’s coming, it’s coming, but do we really have to
deal with this? And then it came, and everybody tried to
scramble to deal with it. I don’t think that’s happening from
what we’ve seen, but I hope as an industry that people don’t
put off testing. There’s so much upside that we’ve seen in
advertisers that start converting their first-party data into,
in our case UID2s, and then starting to transact on those
throughout the ecosystem. They’re getting a lot of benefits. I
encourage advertisers to do that.
Along those lines, if you have first-party data, I’m
encouraging you to continue to focus on capturing that
and also converting and starting to transact on it. If you
don’t have first-party data, or it’s limited, work with folks
that have proxy first-party data that can be used, that you
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can leverage. In the case of a CPG, work with retail data, for
example, in order to help your data-driven advertising. And
then, I can’t emphasize enough CTV. But really use it and
make sure that it’s incorporated robustly into your planning
and into your campaigns and your media spend. I think
you’re really missing out on core consumers if you don’t
have that.

And again, YOU CAN APPLY ALL OF THESE GREAT TOOLS,
whether it’s related to reaching the right audiences or measuring
the effectiveness of your advertising across that medium, as well
as all the others.

You get a really good picture of how your whole campaign
is working.
JP: And keep advertising, right? When it’s done right, it works.
MH: Again, we go back to the pandemic because it’s so top of
mind right now, and because we’re in this weird transition
phase where we feel like we’re starting to emerge.
Consumers now are making decisions. They weren’t
spending necessarily, and now they’re spending. When
you think about travel, for example, the route to Hawaii is
insane, especially from the mainland U.S., because that’s
where travelers are coming from — it’s domestic travel right
now. What you’re seeing is you have consumers that are
making decisions of which airline to go with — you better
believe that advertising is helping drive those decisions. It’s
the same thing that we were talking about on decisioning
on products. They might have been trialing new products
in store from a CPG standpoint, and now they’re trying to
decide what to buy next. Advertising is factoring into all
of that right now. For marketers it’s definitely important to
double down on advertising and make sure that when you
are, that you’re spending on the stuff that’s actually effective.
That’s going to be really key.
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Let’s have a fun LIGHTNING ROUND.
JP: So top of mind, what’s your favorite podcast?
MH: This probably won’t win in terms of things that are
informative, like news podcasts that I listen to, but one
podcast that I really love right now is SmartLess. It’s Jason
Bateman, Will Arnett and Sean Hayes. They just invite a
guest every week and talk to them. Most of the guests are
their friends, but they also have people that really know
what they’re talking about, like astronauts. They talk and just
have a conversation, and what I love about it is that they’re
just really funny. And so coming out of this weird, pandemic
time, it’s just nice to get a good laugh.
JP: Pandemic behavior that you’re going to stick with? And then
the one that you just can’t wait to get rid of?
MH: The one that I’ll stick with is I’m a huge walker and hiker.
I love to walk. I did this before the pandemic, but I often
take walk-and-talks with my team if I have a one-on-one.
When it was pre-pandemic, I would be forcing them to go
walk around the city with me. Some of them appreciated
it and some would have liked some warning so they could
have changed into workout clothes. But that is definitely
something that helped during the pandemic. It was just
a way to get away from Zoom for a little while, and I feel
like it gets me more engaged with somebody one on one,
when you’re listening to them and you can kind ideate and
everything. I’m going to keep doing that post-pandemic.
For one that I want to get rid of… I’m a mom of three boys,
and our kids were all in remote school. I give so much
gratitude to their teachers, and I am so impressed with
what they did this past year and a half, especially with what
they were dealing with. I don’t know how they did it or got
through it. But it also made me so grateful for in-person
education and understanding just how important that is for
the minds of our children and for them to have that social
engagement and be in a classroom. I’m really looking
forward to getting my kids back to school.
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JP: What is your favorite travel destination?
MH: So this one’s probably pretty generic, too, but again, three
kids, all span of ages, multiple palates and everything.
But Italy is a favorite across the board of our family — my
husband and I love it; my kids love it. We’ve been all over
the country. It’s just a lovely place to go, so I’m looking
forward to getting back there. And then I would say that I’m
definitely looking forward to getting to some of the places
on our list. We’ve been on pause for the past year and a half,
so I’m just really looking forward to getting back out there
and traveling around the world.
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Let’s continue the conversation. We
invite C-Suite leaders to share their
perspectives on the changing CPG
retail demand curve in an upcoming
episode of Growth Insights. Please
contact your IRI representative or
email us.
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